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The current turmoil in financial
markets suggests that an era of two
digit inflation is bringing an era of
two-digit interest rates in its wake.
During the incipient downturn of
late 1973 and early 1974, short-term
rates fell at least V h percentage
points below last summer's highs,
and long-term rates fell V2 percent
age point or more below their
earlier peaks. But during the recent
turnaround, short-term rates have
made up most of their earlier de
clines— the prime business-loan
rate in some cases has exceeded its
earlier 10-percent peak— while most
long-term rates have risen to new
record levels.
These developments, temporary as
they may be, have caught many
market participants flatfooted, and
have led to serious problems for
bond dealers who found themselves
overloaded with inventories of sud
denly cheapened securities. In the
area of short-term business finan
cing, this situation has forced a
reassessment of the generally
accepted view that the prime rate
would continue downward to the
neighborhood of 8 percent by
midyear.
Part of the explanation for the sud
den shift can be found in the grow
ing belief that the nation will soon
snap out of its first-quarter slump
but not out of its inflation fever.
(Preliminary first-quarter estimates
indicate that real GNP declined at a
5-percent annual rate and that the
general price level rose at a 10-per
cent rate during that period.) Part
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of the explanation can be found
also in the market's reaction to the
maintenance of a firm anti-infla
tion policy stance, inferred from
Chairman Arthur Burns' recent
statement that the Federal Reserve
is "determined to follow a course
of monetary policy that will permit
only moderate growth of money
and credit." But much of the shift
can be attributed simply to the
soaring costs of doing business in
an inflation-wracked atmosphere.
A look at the bank-lending scene
will indicate the magnitude of the
problem.
Record of 1973-74
Corporations this year have sub
stantially increased their long-term
financing, but even more signifi
cantly, they have matched the unbe
lievably high early-1973 level of
short-term financing at the banks
and in the commercial-paper
market. Still, the parallel with early
1973 is not exact; the structure of
short-term credit flows has differed
between the two periods, largely
because of the absence of the
constraint on the prime rate
formerly exercised by the
Committee on Interest and
Dividends. Early last year, with the
prime rate held back from advancing
in tandem with the commercialpaper rate, business borrowers
turned increasingly to bank lines as
a cheaper source of credit, and the
outstanding volume of more costly
commercial paper declined sharply.

Pressures on the banks continued in
1973 until the CID developed its
(continued on page 2)
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two-tier system, permitting rates on
large business loans to move in line
with market rates. But as long as
such pressures continued, banks
were forced to bid for needed loan
funds at high marginal rates, espe
cially in the market for largedenomination CD's.
In late 1973 and early 1974,
practically all of the increase in
short-term financing was in the
paper market, as the paper rate fell
more precipitously than the bank
prime rate. The gain was concen
trated in dealer-placed paper, such
as that issued by commercial and
industrial firms; the directly-placed
paper issued by large finance com
panies lagged because of the weak
ness in the auto and other consumer
markets financed by such paper.
In March, however, bank business
loans rose even more steeply than
in the preceding March, while some
commercial paper ran off, because
of the resumption of the early-1973
pattern of fast-rising market rates
and a lagging prime. Reflecting this
March upsurge, business loans rose
at a 23-percent annual rate (season
ally adjusted) for the January-March
quarter— over four times the pre
ceding quarter's increase. (Once
again, heavy credit demand forced
banks to bid aggressively for CD
money, so that rates on these de
posit instruments jumped about 2
percentage points above their
February lows.) The situation was
saved for the banks only by a defi
nite slowdown in real-estate and
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consumer borrowing, because of
the slowdown in the housing and
auto industries.
Parallel with 1973
One common thread runs through
the pattern of early 1973 and early
1974. Then as now, the rate upsurge
was triggered primarily by the grow
ing realization in the market that
inflation pressures were even
stronger than anticipated. And then
as now, aggregate demand was
stronger than expected, and many
observers concluded that the
monetary authorities would soon
restrain the fast-growing money
supply. Some of these factors are
again at work, especially in view of
increased price pressures and the
likelihood that these pressures will
continue as the price-control mech
anism is dismantled.

In addition, with market rates again
soaring, thrift institutions are
worried about a resumed outflow of
savings funds, which could knock
the expected housing recovery in
the head. The danger of another
bout of disintermediation can be
seen in the recent upsurge in indi
vidual purchases of Treasury bills,
since this market is a frequent
refuge for funds withdrawn from
thrift institutions.
In the last several months, the
volume of noncompetitive awards
— the amount of bills awarded at
the average price for accepted
competitive bids— exceeded 1973
levels and approached the peak
levels of early 1970, even though

investors must now put up a $10,000
minimum instead of a $1,000 mini
mum as before. This phenomenon
is likely to continue as long as the
three-month Treasury-bill rate re
mains in the neighborhood of 8 to
81/z percent— far in excess of the
6V2 percent offered by the thrifts
on one-year savings certificates.

major categories. In early April,
commodities such as wheat, cotton,
hogs and steers were anywhere be
tween 15 and 35 percent below their
early-1974 peaks. On the other
hand, copper-scrap prices were up
50 percent since the outset of the
year, while steel scrap was 80
percent higher in price.

Soaring inventory costs
Despite a still-sluggish economy,
inventory levels continue to rise as
businessmen react to materials
shortages and rapidly rising costs.
Thus, business-loan demand has
soared, reflecting business borrow
ing to finance speculative holdings
of inventories as a hedge against
inflationary price increases. (For
some firms, however, the speedy
turnover of inventories has eased
their liquidity position and reduced
the need for substantial inventory
financing.) Also, corporate longerterm borrowing— including bank
term loans— has risen to record
levels as a means of financing a
plant-equipment spending boom.
In addition, the expected continua
tion of strong price pressures has
led many borrowers to ignore cur
rent high levels of interest rates in
their financing plans.

However, the banks' task can be
complicated by the recent turmoil in
the bond market. That market has
been suffering not only from a
surfeit of new corporate issues, but
also to some extent from the banks'
action in lending funds to business
borrowers rather than investing
them in Treasury and agency securi
ties. Sharp rate increases and in
vestor apathy have made it impos
sible for underwriters to sell new
corporate issues without sharp price
cuts, thus pushing up the yields re
quired to move future offerings.

Some easing of borrowing pres
sures could occur if the recent break
in commodity prices continues, re
lieving the pressure on business to
carry ever more costly inventories.
Although wholesale prices rose at a
25-percent annual rate during the
first quarter, the bubble seemed
about to burst in at least several
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Some borrowers have reacted by
postponing planned security offer
ings. If this situation continues,
corporations may be unable to pay
down short-term bank debt from
the proceeds of new bond issues,
and instead, may seek further bank
loans as a substitute for the funds
that otherwise would have been
raised by bond financing. Also, any
delay in obtaining funds from the
capital market would leave corpora
tions short of funds to invest in CD's,
just at a time when banks are likely
to be turning to the CD market for
funds to meet increased bank-loan
demand.
William Burke
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BANKING DATA— TW ELFTH FEDERAL RESERVE D ISTRICT
(Dollar amounts in millions)
Selected Assets and Liabilities
Large Commercial Banks

Amount
Outstanding
4/3/74

Change
from
3/27/74

Change from
year ago
Dollar
Percent

81,478
62,369
1,057
22,528
18,754
9,138
5,884
13,225
77,120
22,645
654
52,323
18,158
25,365
6,325
12,296

+ 1,340
+ 1,174
+
6
+ 754
+
56
+
17
+
67
+
99
+ 2,053
+ 1,012
47
+ 776
+
17
+ 694
+
22
+ 738

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Loan gross adjusted and investments*
Loans gross adjusted—
Securities loans
Commercial and industrial
Real estate
Consumer instalment
U.S. Treasury securities
Other Securities
Deposits (less cash items)— total*
Demand deposits adjusted
U.S. Government deposits
Time deposits— total*
Savings
Other time I.P.C.
State and political subdivisions
(Large negotiable CD's)

Weekly Averages
of Daily Figures
Member Bank Reserve Position
Excess Reserves
Borrowings
Net free (+ ) / Net borrowed (—)
Federal Funds— Seven Large Banks
Interbank Federal funds transactions
Net purchases (+ ) / Net sales ( - )
Transactions: U.S. securities dealers
Net loans (+ ) / Net borrowings (—)

9,661
8,361
282
2,938
3,071
980
593
1,893
6,553
1,383
499
5,545
156
5,996
193
3,784

+ 13.45
+ 15.48
—
21.06
+ 15.00
+ 19.58
+ 12.01
9.16
+ 16.70
4- 9.29
+
6.50
—
43.28
+ 11.85
—
0.85
+ 30.96
—
2.96
+ 44.45

Week ended
4/3/74

Week ended
3/27/74

41
119
78

65
309
244

85
43
42

+ 2,134

+ 1,884

+.325

-

-

+ 84

.
-

16

-

7

Comparable
year-ago period

‘ Includes items not shown separately.
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